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Shingled writing eliminates the writer width limitation and enables further bit aspect ratio reduction to extend the areal density 

growth of current perpendicular magnetic recording. The achievable track density of shingled magnetic recording (SMR) is 

determined by the reader width rather than the writer width. However, continuously scaling of reader width increases the reader 

resistance and results in higher reader noise. It would be an issue to maintain enough signal to noise ratio of reader. Two dimensional 

magnetic recording (TDMR) was proposed to extend the density growth by advanced signal processing technique. In TDMR 

configuration, there are multiple readers to read multiple tracks simultaneously. Recently, the TDMR reader was proposed as a 

solution of inter-track interference (ITI) cancellation, which allows to use wider reader to reproduce signals from narrow tracks. In 

this work, an additional reader noise is observed when the reader was positioned to read 2 tracks at the same time. The formation of 

the reader sensor appears to be closely related to the current reader structure with Hard Bias Magnet. This issue highlights that a 

solution is required to enable TDMR,  probably a reader structure without Hard-Biased. 

 
Index Terms—Two Dimensional Magnetic Recording, ITI Cancellation, Reader noise, Shingle Magnetic Recording, TMR reader 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HINGLED MAGNETIC RECORDING (SMR) is proposed to 

maintain the write-ability by wider writer, which  extends 

the areal density growth of current perpendicular magnetic 

recording without a significant change on the writer, reader 

and media architecture. With the reader width determined 

track density, the bit aspect ratio (BAR) of SMR can be 

reduced significantly. For a given medium, reducing track 

width has less SNR penalty than reducing bit length [1]. The 

areal density gain of SMR is mainly from track density 

increment. The areal density capability of SMR largely 

depends on the reader width reduction. 

In the current TMR sensor structure, narrowing the reader 

width increases the reader resistance, which tends to increase 

the Johnson noise and thermal magnetic noise in the reader [2-

3]. With very slow reduction of head media spacing, the side 

reading effect become more severe at narrower reader width. 

There is limitation for continuous scaling the reader width  

while still maintains a reasonable SNR and off-track read 

capability.  

Besides further pushing the physical limitation of reader 

device, the advanced coding and signals processing schemes 

are considered to improve the reader resolution along cross 

track direction. The TDMR reader with multiple readers is 

able to reproduce data back from a reader effective width 

larger than the track width [4]. Recent TDMR work [5-7] 

proposed to use multiple reader head for ITI cancellation and 

signal recovery. Substantial improvement of bit error rate 

(BER) and off track capability (OTC) had been observed in 

micro-magnetic simulation. The TDMR reader becomes a 

necessary technology to extend areal density capability of 

SMR by its significant improvement of cross track reading 

resolution. 

However, in the simulation, it is assumed the reader has the 

same SNR at all the different off-track locations. In this work, 

an additional reader noise is observed on current Tunneling 

Magneto-resistive (TMR) reader when it is positioned at the 

center of 2 tracks in a condition depending on media magnetic 

bit orientation. This observation poses a new challenge to the 

reader design if TDMR reader is to be implemented. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND MEASUREMENTS 

In this study, the high SNR reader (wide reader) is chosen 

for showing the noise characteristics clearly. A head with 

magnetic write width (MWW) of 100nm and magnetic read 

width (MRW) of 62nm is tested on Guzik Spinstand DTR 

3004. In order to study the reader noise profile at different 

cross track position, a single DC track or multiple DC tracks 

is/are written on a magnetic media with AC erase magnetic 

background. Track average amplitude (TAA) of preamp 

output is a good indicator of reader and media noise. TAA 

measurement module in Guzik could qualitatively 

approximate as RMS (root mean square) of a signal.  

Besides Guzik TAA measurement, an external circuit is 

connected to the reader sensor to measure the resistance 

changes. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. This external 

circuit with a differential amplifier of 10X gain can capture 

the DC track amplitude as well as the RMS noise at different 

cross track location. 

 
 
Fig. 1: External circuit with differential amplifier to direct measure reader 

sensor resistance changes. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Single Track Measurement 

Guzik TAA cross-track profile of a single DC+ 

magnetization track and a single DC- magnetization track is 

shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The DC track center is located at 
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70nm at cross track location. As describe earlier, TAA can be 

interpreted as noise amplitude. At the center track of DC 

magnetization track, TAA is at minimum. It means the DC 

magnetize track has lower media noise compared to AC 

background media noise. In a normal condition, it is expected 

that when the reader moves from AC erase region to DC erase 

region, the noise would slowly decrease until reaching 

minimum point at DC track center and vice versa from 

minimum noise to higher AC erase noise level. However, a 

noise peak of TAA is observed when the reader is reading at 

the track edge location. Interestingly, this phenomenon only 

appears on one side of track edge and its location is dependent 

to the magnetization polarity of the written DC track on media 

as shown in 2(a) and 2(b). For DC+ track, the noise peak is 

observed when the reader is positioned at the track edge where 

the DC+ track is closer to the south pole of reader hard bias. 

Conversely, for DC- track, noise peak is observed when the 

reader reads at the track edge with DC- track closer to the 

north pole of reader hard bias.  The observed additional noise 

could be one of the factors that could be used to explain the 

track edge noise observation in a recent publication [8]. 

 

 

 
Fig.2: Cross track noise profile of DC magnetized track with different polarity 

(a) DC+ and (b) DC-. 

 

B. Dual Tracks Measurement 

Further testing using dual track measurements shown in 

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) clearly exemplify the observation.  Pairs 

of P-N (DC+ and DC-) tracks and N-P (DC- and DC+) tracks 

are written on the media. Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows that cross 

track profile of these pair of tracks are entirely different. For 

P-N case, 2 side peaks are observed. It resembles the 

phenomena of adding 2 single tracks as shown in Figure 2(a) 

and 2(b). At the middle of 2 tracks edge of DC+ and DC-, the 

noise level is slightly higher than at the DC track center but 

relatively lower than the AC erase background noise. This 

noise increment can be attributed to an erasure band appearing 

in between 2 DC tracks. However, for N-P case, only an 

amplified single noise peak is observed when the reader is 

positioned at the middle of 2 tracks, DC- and DC+. This much 

larger noise amplitude is a result of combining the noise effect 

of 2(a) and 2(b). Hence, this additional noise shows strong 

correlation to the written bit configuration and clearly 

associated to the reader hard bias orientation. When the half-

track of DC+ is located near the South Pole of reader hard bias 

or/and half-track of DC- is located near the North Pole of 

reader hard bias, the additional reader noise is induced. 

 

 

 
Fig.3: Two tracks study of reader noise cross track profile with (a) pair of P-N 

(DC+/DC-) tracks and (b) N-P (DC-/DC+) tracks. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Noise spectrum of reader measured at middle of 2 tracks for AC tracks, 

P-N (DC+/DC-) tracks and N-P (DC-/DC+) tracks. 

 

Noise spectrum of P-N tracks, N-P tracks and AC erase are 
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measured using the HP 8591E Spectrum Analyzer with 100X 

averaging using SMP detector mode. The noise spectrum is 

measured when the reader sensor is position at the middle of 2 

tracks as shown in Fig. 4.  

Noise spectrums with frequency span from 10MHz to 

410MHz further confirms the observation of additional noise. 

DC+/DC- case has the lowest noise and conversely the DC-

/DC+ case has the largest noise. This additional reader noise 

affects the full spectrum from low frequency up to 

approximate 230MHz. Beyond 230MHz, noise spectrum of 

AC erase and DC-/DC+ is almost identical. 

 

C. Direct Reader Resistance Measurement 

The external circuit shown in Fig. 1 is used to capture the 

cross track profile of the multiple DC+ and DC- tracks written 

on magnetic media. The track profile of DC tracks is shown in 

Fig. 5(a) and the corresponding RMS noise is plotted in Fig. 

5(b). Track profile in Fig. 5(a) shows severe asymmetry 

comparing transition of DC+/DC- to transition of DC-/DC+. 

The additional reader noise causes the DC-/DC+ transition to 

become sharper. This may further degrade the reader 

performance. The RMS measurement in Fig. 5(b) confirms the 

Guzik TAA observation which peak at DC-/DC+ track edge. 

The full width at half maximum of noise peak is about 20 nm 

which is one third of reader width. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Direct measurement of reader resistance (amplitude in voltage) using 

external circuite a) DC track amplitude (V) and (b) RMS of DC track 

amplitude along cross track profile. 

 

D. Time domain noise measurement 

The reader noise can be further illustrated in time domain 

signal by using a 3 track testing shown in Figure 6. A DC+ 

track is written and sandwiched by 2 tracks of 1 MHz 

frequency track. At the track edge of 1MHz and DC+, the 

reader sensor will periodically reading DC-/DC+ transition; 

while at track edge of DC+/1MHz, it will read DC+/DC- 

transition. Down-track time domain signal is captured at both 

locations for comparison.  

 

 
Fig.6: Comparing time domain signal at the track edge of 1MHz/DC+ and 

DC+/1MHz. additional reader noise is observed at DC-/DC+ transition. 

 

Fig. 6 shows that at the region where reader read DC-/DC+ 

track edge, the time domain signal amplitude is much larger. 

Whereas, when reader read at DC+/1MHz track edge, no 

additional abnormal noise signal is being observed. 
 

E. Modelling – magnetic field distribution in reader sensor 

An ANSYS simulation is used to model the Hard Bias 

effect on the magnetic field distribution in reader sensor (Free 

layer, FL) under the influence of cross track media field. This 

modal does not include the micro-magnetic simulation to 

study the FL magnetization distribution. The physical 

dimension used in the simplified model is shown in Fig. 7. Ms 

of magnetic media is set as 500 emu/cc, Ms of Hard Bias 

Magnet is 550 emu/cc, relative permeability of shield and 

reader free layer is respectively 1000 and 500.  

 

 
Fig. 7: Simplified model of reader structure in ANSYS magnetic field 

distribution modelling. 

 

In the modelling, the reader sensor is positioned at the 

center of 2 DC tracks. The magnetic field distribution in 

reader sensor at the present of P-N (DC+/DC-) tracks and N-P 
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(DC-/DC+) tracks against the Hard Bias magnet is calculated 

and shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b) respectively. When the north 

pole of Hard Bias magnet is adjacent to the DC- track, 

magnetic field distribution in free layer is severely deviated. 

However, when the DC+ track is located adjacent to Hard Bias 

North pole, it has less impact to the magnetic field 

distribution.  

This suggests that the additional noise observed in this 

study is primarily attributed to the influence of Hard Bias 

Magnet and media magnetization orientation. Thus, a reader 

design without Hard-Bias structure [9-11] could be advantages 

to avoid this additional noise. Besides, the multiple sensors of 

TDMR with low cross track separation could offer additional 

benefit of noise reduction. It can reduce the white noise from 

both electronics and reader when the 2 sensors have large 

portion of overlap.  

 

 

 
Fig. 8: Magnetic field distribution for (a) P-N (DC+/DC-) tracks and (b) N-P 

(DC-/DC+) tracks under the influence of Hard Bias Magnet in TMR reader. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This work reported the additional reader noise when the 

reader sensor positioned at the middle of 2 tracks. This 

additional noise is attributed to the single domain of free layer 

is distorted by the external media field. The phenomenon is 

not an issue in conventional recording as the reader is always 

reading at the track center with uni-polarity of media field. 

However, in TDMR readers’ implementation where the reader 

width is wider than the track width, this additional data pattern 

induced reader noise will pose SNR issue in channel and 

coding for bit detection. This issue highlights that a solution is 

needed to enable TDMR,  probably a reader structure without 

Hard-Biased. 
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